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ABSTRACT
Patients with enlarged thyroid gland (goiter) that cause paralysis of recurrent laryngeal nerve (RLN) or hoarseness
usually have associated with thyroid malignancy. Malignancy can be directly or indirectly related to RLN. Cases of
vocal cord paralysis associated with benign thyroid disease or goitre are rare. As an objective, we present a case of a
woman with hoarseness who is known to have left vocal cord paralysis which is suspected to be closely related to her
thyroid disease (adenomatous goiter). As a method, this patient underwent a thyroid procedure (left isthmolobectomy)
to see if her hoarse voice could decrease or disappear. As a result, after the thyroid procedure, there was improvement
or disappearance of the hoarse voice. It is strongly suspected that the thyroid lesion suppressed the RLN resulting in
impaired  vocal  cord  movement  or  paralysis  and  causing  hoarseness.  In  conclusion,  thyroid  procedure  can  be
recommended to treat hoarse voice which is influenced by disturbance of vocal cord movement due to compression of
thyroid lesion to RLN.
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1. INTRODUCTION 

A goiter,  also  called  struma,  is  a  swelling in  the
neck due to enlargement of the thyroid gland. The goiter
can be in the form of impaired function or changes in
the composition of the gland and its morphology. The
enlargement  of  the  thyroid  gland  can  affect  the
surrounding  organs.  The  goiter  may  point  inward,
pushing against the trachea, esophagus and vocal cords.
This will  lead to difficulty of  breathing,  dysphagia or
hoarseness. If the enlargement comes out it will give the
shape of a large neck that can be asymmetrical or not,
rarely  accompanied  by  difficulty  of  breathing  and
dysphagia [1,2]. 

Goiter  occurs  due  to  lack  of  iodine  which  can
inhibit the formation of thyroid hormone by the thyroid
gland. In turn, it will inhibit the formation of TSH. The
low level of TSH then causes the thyroid cells to secrete
large amounts of thyroglobulin (colloid) into the follicle,

and the gland grows larger  and larger.  As a result  of
iodine deficiency, there is no increase in the formation
of T4 and T3, the size of the follicle becomes larger and
the  thyroid  gland  can  gain  weight  of  about  300-500
grams. In addition, goitre can be caused by congenital
metabolic  disorders  that  inhibit  thyroid  hormone
synthesis, inhibition of hormone synthesis by chemicals
(goitrogenic  agents),  inflammatory  processes  or
autoimmune disorders such as Graves' disease [1,2]. 

Thyroid enlargement associated with or presenting
with vocal cord palsy heightens the suspicion of thyroid
malignancy. However, cases of vocal cord palsy in the
setting of benign thyroid disease, though rare has been
reported  in  literature.  Various  mechanisms  have  been
suggested  for  the  vocal  cord  palsy  associated  with
benign goiter. These include compression (of the RLN
and/or its blood supply), stretching of the RLN (by the
large  goiter  or  by  the  retrosternal  component),
inflammation  or  edema  of  RLN  (as  in  thyroiditis).
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Patients with large, obstructive, and substernal non-toxic
MNGs or those with continued growth are best managed
with surgery [3,4]. In this report, author would like to
report the case of voice disorder in patient with goiter.

2. CASE REPORT

A 48-year-old woman with a voice that often turns
hoarse  since  the  last  4  years.  Hoarseness  has  been
reported  to  have  worsened  in  the  past  5  months.
Complaints  of  shortness  of  breath,  weight  loss,  and
coughing up blood were denied. In the last 3 years the
patient also felt that there was a slight enlargement in
the  front  of  the  neck  that  was  palpable  but  not  very
visible. The lump is painless. The patient also admitted
that he often complained of cough, phlegm, especially in
the morning and had a history of gastric disease.  The
patient had several times been treated with suspicion of
chronic  strep  throat  due  to  gastric  acid  irritation,
received treatment and there seemed to be improvement
in his voice but could not reach the maximum condition.

The  patient  never  complained  of  frequent  heart
palpitations,  bulging  eyes,  could  not  stand  in  hot
weather,  frequent  sweating,  muscle  weakness,  weight
loss  accompanied  by  decreased  appetite,  or  shaking
hands.  The  patient  had  never  received  radiation
treatment to the head and neck area previously.

On physical examination, general condition is good
and vital sign within normal limit. General status: right
and  left  eyes  do  not  appear  exophthalmos,  upper
extremities:  tremor -/-.  Ear examination: the right and
left external acoustic canals were spacious, the right and
left  tympanic  membranes  were  intact.  Nasal
examination:  the  right  and  left  nasal  cavities  looked
spacious,  pink  mucosa,  no  secretions,  no  septal
deviation.  Throat  examination:  hyperemic  posterior
pharyngeal  mucosa,  granular  (+),  quiet  T1/T1 tonsils.
Examination  of  the  neck:  palpable  solid,  smooth,

smooth surface in the left thyroid region, approximately
2.5 cm in diameter, painless and the lump moves during
swallowing. The patient did not find any enlargement of
the cervical lymph nodes on palpation.

On  indirect  laryngoscopy  examination,  the  left
vocal  cord  movement  was  slightly  weak/slow  during
adduction and there was no mass in the larynx (Figure
1). Other findings were within normal limits.

Figure 1 Preoperative indirect laryngoscopy shows 
weakness of left vocal cord mobility

Fine  needle  aspiration  was  carried  out  with
cytology results showing benign thyroid nodular lesions
with degenerative cysts. No malignant cells were found.

On a CT-scan of the neck with contrast there was
enlargement  of  the  right  and  left  perijugular  lymph
nodes  with  the  largest  diameter  of  14mm,  no  central
necrotic appearance (Figure 2). It was seen that the right
and  left  thyroid  parenchyma  were  less  homogeneous
with  the  left  thyroid  thickened  and  there  was  a  solid
nodule in the center measuring 2.3 x 2.2 cm.

A  chest  X-ray  showed  cardiomegaly  (Left
Ventricle), no significant pulmonary infiltrate was seen
and a left pleural effusion was suspected (minimum). 

Examination of  thyroid gland function was found
within normal  limits  with TSH levels:  1.360 uIU/mL,
fT3 2.60 pg/mL and FT4: 1.08 ng/dL. Other laboratory
tests  included  complete  blood  count,  hemostasis
function, liver and kidney function within normal limits.
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Figure 2 CT-Scan with contrast (arrow indicated the mass)

Based  on  the  history,  physical  examination  and
supporting examinations, the patient's then diagnosis as
non-Toxic Struma Nodosa with Voice disorder et causa
paralysis of left vocal cord.

The patient then planned for surgery under general
anesthesia.  A left  lobectomy was performed,  with the
findings of a solid, spongy mass of the left thyroid lobe

measuring 4.5 cm x 3.5 cm x 3 cm (Figure 3). Then we
put a drain through the surgical wound. Postoperatively,
the  patient  received  Ceftriaxon  1  x  2  grams
intravenously,  tranexamic  acid  3  x  500  mg
intravenously  and  ketorolac  2  x  30mg  intravenously.
Methylprednisolone  3x  62.5mg  intravenously,  and
Pantoprazole 1x40mg intravenously.

Figure 3 Left lobectomy. White arrows indicate left recurrent laryngeal nerve.

On the second day after  surgery,  the condition of
the surgical  wound was  well  maintained,  hecting  was
good, pus was not visible, drain production was ± 10 cc
of  serosanguin  and  there  was  an  improvement  in  the
sound. On third day, drain production was ± 5 cc. On
fourth day found minimum drain production. Then the
drain was removed and the patient was allowed to go
home with oral medicine.

Histological  impressions  in  accordance  with
Adenomatous  Struma.  No  signs  of  malignancy  were
visible on the mass.

Tenth days after surgery, the patient returned to the
hospital for evaluation. The surgical wound was found
dry, there was no pus, there was no hoarseness in the
voice and then a laryngoscopy evaluation was carried
out,  the  left  vocal  folds  were  better  in  the  adduction
process (Figure 4).
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Figure 4 Evaluation post surgery found better left vocal 
cord mobilization.

3. DISCUSSION

Thyroid  enlargement  associated  with  vocal  cord
paralysis raises the suspicion of a thyroid malignancy.
However,  vocal  cord paralysis  can  also be caused  by
benign  thyroid  disease.  The  incidence  of  vocal  cord
paralysis associated with benign thyroid enlargement is
uncertain because as many as 30 to 50% of patients with
unilateral  RLN palsy may be  asymptomatic,  and  thus
may not seek medical attention [4,5].

Rowe-Jones  et  al  [6]  noted  that  the  incidence  of
vocal cord paralysis before surgery for benign thyroid
tumors was 0.96% (22 cases out of 2321 benign thyroid
surgeries)  experienced  significant  improvement  after
undergoing thyroid surgery. Reuger et al [7] reported a
similar 0.7% of correlated benign thyroid tumors cases
with  improvement  of  vocal  cord  paralysis  after
undergoing thyroid surgery procedure. Deependra et al
[8]  reported  a similar  report  of about  0.7% of benign
thyroid cases associated with vocal cord paralysis who
had voice improvement after thyroid surgery procedure.

The  intraoperative  finding  of  the  left  RLN  was
identified with a very thin structure. This is suspected to
occur due to the left RLN being stretched by the thyroid
mass for  a  long period.  Deepandra   et  al  [8]  in  their
research revealed various mechanisms that were thought
to  cause  vocal  cord  paralysis  in  benign  thyroid
enlargement.  One  of  the  mechanism  was  direct
compression to the RLN or its blood supply. It can also
be  due  to  stretching  by a large  thyroid mass or  by a
retrosternal  component.  The  other  mechanism  was

caused by inflammation of the NLR such as in cases of
thyroiditis [8]. 

Evaluation has been carried out on patients 5 days
and 10 days after lobectomy surgery, it was found that
there was an improvement in the voice and mobility of
the  left  vocal  cord.  Similarly,  in  the  study of  Rowe-
Jones  et  al  [6]  who  recorded  a  postoperative  voice
recovery of 89% of patients. The other study reported
the improvement in 2 weeks until 1 year [9]. 

4. CONCLUSION

A case of a 48-year-old woman has been reported
with voice disorder due to left vocal cord paralysis and
left thyroid tissue enlargement in the last 4 years. Left
lobectomy was performed and postoperative monitoring
showed  improvement  in  voice  quality.  Indirect
laryngoscopy examination showed improvement in left
vocal cord mobility/adduction. It  is strongly suspected
that the cause of left NLR paresis is due to compression
or  stretching  of  benign  thyroid  tissue  (adenomatous
goiter). The gentle surgery to remove the goiter may led
to decompression of RLN and finally improve the voice
quality. 

CONCENT TO PUBLISH

I  hereby  declare  that  I  have  provided  informed
consent  from  the  patient.  She  agree  to  published  her
case through a written manuscript as long as her identity
remain kept confidentialy.
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